Acushnet’s nationally popular Famous Foursome, the creation of well-known illustrator, Harry Beckhoff, will again parade their sand-trap antics for the entertainment of the golfing public. In the new series these lovable dubs will be aided, abetted (and frustrated) by their wives and friends. They should win as always, attention and applause.

The Acushnet Titleist for 1952 has great things claimed for it — greater length, more durability and improved click and feel. It will, like all Acushnet balls, be sold through pro shops only.

Acushnet will continue its highly interesting (and sometimes controversial) campaign in the trade press. Two color bleed pages in second cover and back cover positions will run throughout the year. Point of purchase advertising and direct mail will be continued — and the Acushnet driving machines will continue to give their dramatic demonstrations at golf clubs in every part of the country.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Rates: Minimum insertion $4.00 for 20 words; additional words 20c each. Bold face type, 25c per word. Classified cols. reserved for help or services wanted and for sale of used equipment.

Under no circumstances are we permitted to divulge the name and address of those placing the blind advertisements. Responses to all box number ads should be addressed to the box number and mailed to GOLFDOM; replies are promptly forwarded to advertisers.

WANTED FOR CASH
Old golf balls retrieved from ponds or out of bounds on or around golf courses.

Cuts and Bumps $60 per doz.
Off brands & synthetic material $1.50 per doz.
Round & perfect $1.00 brands
for refinishing $2.40 per doz.

Note — No golf driving range ball throw-out balls wanted at above figures.

Send for shipping tags and instructions.

DRIVING RANGE MEN — REBUILDING
Your old cores recovered with the new type paintless cover material. Tested and proven to be the best process in rebuilding for driving range use. Guaranteed 100% against seam splitting.

Price per doz. on exchange $2.65
Circular and information on request.

NORTHERN GOLF BALL CO.
3441 N. Claremont Ave. Chicago 18, Ill.

SOUTHERN GOLF CO. GOLF BALLS, NEW - USED BOUGHT AND SOLD. RANGE BALLS. COMPLETE FAST RECOVERING SERVICE. WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.
LARRIS, SELLELLVILLE, ALABAMA, JOE CALWELL. PGA MEMBER.

WANTED — Golf drivers, show worn or outmoded, in quantity. Quote prices. Thos. Muth, 514 E. 19th Street, Paterson, N. J.

Golf Pro — interested in locating winter club, available Nov. to March. Have been at present Country Club, one of the largest and finest in the east, for seven years. Excellent recommendations and qualifications for teaching and tournaments. Address Ad 514 % GOLFDOM.


Pro or Greenskeeper or combination. Long experience, competent, agreeable. Modern equipment, satisfactory. Eastern or Southern location. Address Ad 507 % GOLFDOM.

USED GOLF BALLS WANTED
Highest prices paid. Write us.

WITTEK GOLF PRODUCTS
5128 W. North Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

EXCEPTIONALLY WELL QUALIFIED GOLF PRO WANTS POSITION WITH A LARGE GOLF CLUB. ADDRESS AD 506 % GOLFDOM.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED GREENKEEPER FOR GOLF CLUB IN SOUTHWEST. STATE EXPERIENCE, REFERENCES, EXPECTED SALARY. ADDRESS AD 509 % GOLFDOM.

Young man 36 desires change. Presently employed as General Manager of entire golf and recreational operation. Prefer a 36 hole maintenance, club, management also full knowledge of design and construction. College graduate. Address Ad 510 % GOLFDOM.

CHEF-STEWARD — WHITE — AVAILABLE FOR CLUB WITH LARGE FOOD VOLUME. MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE. CAN FURNISH EXCELLENT REFERENCE. ADDRESS AD 511 % GOLFDOM.

WANTED: GREENKEEPER — 9 HOLE RESORT COURSE. ADDRESS WOODLAND COUNTRY CLUB, WESTON, W. VA.

PRO-GREENS SUPT. DESIRES POSITION. HAS EXCELLENT RECORD IN GROUND MAINTENANCE, EXPERIENCE IN ALL PHASES OF TURF CARE AND PRODUCTION. MEMBER N.G.S.A. ALSO MIDWEST GREENKEEPERS ASSN. PAST MEMBER P.G.A. CLEAN, COOL TEMPERED OUTSTANDER. AVAILABLE ON SHORT NOTICE. ADDRESS AD 503 % GOLFDOM.

WANTED: PRO-GREENKEEPER — 9 HOLE RESORT. MARRIED. NO CHILDREN. AGE 45. CLUB WITH LARGE FOOD VOLUME. CAN FURNISH A-1 REFERENCE. EXCELLENT CATERER. ADDRESS AD 512 % GOLFDOM.

PR. G. K. — WANTS POSITION WITH A LARGE GOLF CLUB.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED GREENKEEPER FOR 18 HOLE RESORT, INDUSTRIAL AREA. DESIRES POSITION IN SOUTH OR SOUTHWEST, TO LEARN BUSINESS FROM GROUND UP. GOOD INSTRUCTOR. PRIVATE CLUB AND RESORT EXPERIENCE. AVAILABLE SHORT NOTICE. Address Ad 504 % GOLFDOM.

EXPERIENCED GREENKEEPER WANTS POSITION WITH A LARGE GOLF CLUB.

POSITION AS ASSISTANT TO PRO WANTED, PREFERABLY IN SOUTH OR SOUTHWEST, TO LEARN BUSINESS FROM GROUND UP. AGE 27; MARRIED; NO CHILDREN. Address Ad 505 % GOLFDOM.

POSITION AS ASSISTANT TO PRO WANTED, PREFERABLY IN SOUTH OR SOUTHWEST, TO LEARN BUSINESS FROM GROUND UP. AGE 27; MARRIED; NO CHILDREN. Address Ad 506 % GOLFDOM.

FOR SALE — Used Terferator, good condition. $125.00. Address Ad 505 % GOLFDOM.

KENT Bradley, Mountain View, New Jersey.

All kinds used course equipment sold or swapped; serving as your Broker. Send want or have list.